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“These works—that are a delight to the eye and a dream for
the ear—are exactly what I look for in poetry comics. They
experiment with visions of text (and absence of text) and our
human greed for narrative. ‘A house operates within the house
autonomously.’ Potter writes. ‘A psychological diagram
emerges.’ This is what is happening in this impressive
collection, a psychological map arises in blobs of bright colors,
scratches of pencil, and little mutable batches of text for us to
examine. These comics are adorable, poignant, elegant,
humorous, strange and tragic: like I said, everything I want.”

COMICS · ISBN 978-1-949065-14-5 · 130 pp · $24.99

– Bianca Stone, author of The Mobius Strip Club of Grief
”A lovely collection of poetry comics that don’t fear the page,
the materials, or the reader. Every piece pushes a little
deeper than you can anticipate, and every page shows off a
fresh new experiment. Considered, organic, delectable!”
– Sam Alden, author of New Construction

NICK FRANCIS POTTER is a writer, cartoonist, and educator living
in Columbia, Missouri. He is the author of New Animals, winner of
the Subito Press Prize for Innovative Prose, published in 2016. His
prose and comics have been featured in Ninth Letter, Black Warrior
Review, Sleepingfish, Caketrain, Fourteen Hills, The Chattahoochee Review, and The Los Angeles Review of Books, among many
others. He is the comics editor for ANMLY (formerly Drunken Boat).
He has an MFA from Brown University and a PhD in English from
the University of Missouri, where he currently teaches writing and
theory in the Digital Storytelling Program.
Please reach out if you'd like to schedule a Zoom reading and/or
Q&A with the author.
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